Unit Title: Unit 2 –
Families
What should I know?
To identify where the Queen lives.
To revisit what the other countries in the
UK are called and know there capital
cities.
To use photos to recognise landmarks of
London, special focus on the Queen.
To sequence events that have happened in
the child’s lifetime to do with themselves
and their family.
To introduce family tree and think about
who the Queen’s parents are.
To know changes within living memory food– rationing in the war, comparing
food now with grandparents experiences,
how foods change with the seasons.
To identify, draw and label the basic parts
of the human body and say which part of
the body is associated with each sense.














Key Knowledge
Continents and Oceans
Key Vocabulary
Continent
Ocean
Capital City
Family
London
Bristol
Family Tree
Rationing

The Queen

The Queen rules the Commonwealth Realm as she has a
variety of different places of residence throughout the
UK, including:
Buckingham Palace

What should I know by the end of the
unit?

Balmoral

To identify that the Queen lives in London. She is also the Queen of a number of
other countries as well. Locate the countries on a world map.




To identify the different continents that the countries the Queen rules .
To know geographical differences in the physical geography of Patchway and an






Plants
Water
Sun light
Growth

Windsor Castle





Physical features

area of Kenya.
To compare child’s family with the Queen’s family and be able to create the
Queen’s family tree.
To gain evidence of the past through using books and pictures.
To know changes within living memory – food – rationing in the war, comparing
food now with grandparents experiences, how foods change with the seasons.
To observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.
To find out and describe how plants need water, light, and a suitable temperature
to grow and stay healthy.

Making Links – Remember when you…..




Thinking about different areas around the world and comparing
human and physical features.
Making links between different areas such as Bristol, London and
places in non-European countries.
When we discovered the different continents around the world.

Key Knowledge
Habitats – a natural enviroment or home for an animal or organism
What do plants need to grow?




Sunlight
Water
Soil

Parts of a plant

Queens Family Tree

